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• Incorporating Irish Heating &Ventilating
News.
Readership Data
Irish Building Services News (formerly Irish H&V
News) is Ireland's only Building Services
magazine providing coverage of the heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes members
of the following:rtered Institution of Building Services
neers (CIBSE); The Mechanical Engineering
& Building Services Contractors' Association
(MEBSCA); Irish Property &Facilities Managers
Association (IPFMA); The Irish Home Builders
Association (II-IBA); Architectural Practices; The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors' Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE); The Maintenance, Energy &
Environmental Technology Association (MEETA)
which incorporates energy managers and
maintenance managers; The Institute of
Plumbing; Builders Merchants; Trade Supply
Outlets; and selected members of the Association
of Electrical Contractors of Ireland (AECI).
[n addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry,
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies.

OPINION

RECI Tackles Multi-Contractor Issue
The Register of Electrical Contractors of Ireland (RECI) is
spearheading an initiative to tackle the multi-contract situation
on building sites and thereby ensure conformity with the
highest quality work practices and standards across the entire
building services spectrum.
Discussions with the relevant leading professional and
representative bodies are at an advanced stage, the results of
which we will detail in a forthcoming issue of BSNews.
In the meantime, the initiative is to be applauded and
supported.
RECI has already proven itself as the self-regulatory body for
the electrical sector and there is every reason to believe that the
same formula can be applied to building services as a whole.
This is especially so of the mechanical sector where the impact
of electronics and computer chip technology has blurred what
was traditionally a very distinct divide between mechanical and
electrical installations.
See page 2 for a resume of what RECI stands for; its aims and
objectives; qualifications required for membership; and details
of its Certification Scheme.
Also enclosed with this issue of BSNews is the RECI
Membership Directory 1997/1998.

Air Conditioning

Not For The Faint-Hearted!
Air conditioning is perhaps the best indicator of the current
building services boom. The level of business being conducted
is truly phenonemal, the competitive stance being reflected in
the shape of ever-more advanced products and equipment (see
33-page special inside).
However, that competitive edge is also creeping into the
pricing strategies, and the novel "distribution" arrangements
being put in place by the leading market players.
For all the boom and profit potential, it really is not a market
. for the faint-hearted!
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WHAT

IS

Register of Electrical
Contractors of Ireland
What is RECI?
RECI is a self-regulatory body for the electrical
contracting industry. It was formed in 1992 at the request
of the Department of Energy in order to improve the
standards of electrical installation work in Ireland.
RECl's aim is to promote and protect the interests of the
public as users of electrical service so that they obtain an
acceptable standard of workmanship and technical
competence within the electrical contracting industry. It
also provides a high level of assistance to the industry to
achieve this standard.
RECI ACTIVITIES
• RECI monitors the standard of work of its registered
contractors.
•

An inspection service is provided for non-registered
contractors.

REel?

Its new Directory
- which comes to
you as an insert
with this issue of
BSNews -lists all
the contractors
registered with
RECI on the 30th
October 1997.
Apart from the
main body of
membership,
there are also
R e g i s t ere d David McGloughlin, General Manager, RECI
Affiliates and Registered Associates.
Registered Affiliates are service contractors whose
electrical content is a small but indispensible part of their
work and who employ qualified electricians, eg heating
contractors, refrigeration contractors, etc.
Registered Associates are bodies like local authorities and
large industrial companies who employ qualified
electricians to carry out their own installation work.

•

The details of completion certificates issued are
recorded.

•

RECI runs training courses on various aspects of the
Wiring Rules.

telephone the RECI office and we will be happy to send
you a computer printout from our database.

•

RECI has published a guide and a video on testing.

•

RECI provides technical information and assistance to
registered contractors.

•

Complaints about the standard of work of registered
contractors will be investigated.

CERTIFICATE OF TEST
The Safety, Health and Welfare at Work (General
Application) Regulations 1993 state: "Every new electrical
installation and every major alteration or extension to
existing installation shall, after completion, be inspected
and tested by a competent person in an approved manner,
and a certificate of test shall be completed verifying that
the relevant requirements of these Regulations have been
complied with". RECI is working with the Health and
Safety Authority and other bodies to ensure that these
statutory regulations are being observed in the
construction industry.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR RECI MEMBERSHIP
Contractors must possess
• Technical qualifications not less than those of an
electrician.
•

On-site responsibility for electrical installation work
for not less than three years.

•

Be engaged in the business of electrical contracting.

•

Be in possession of public liability and employers
liability insurance.

•

Be in possession of equipment including test
equipment and tools and a copy of the Wiring Rules.
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If you require an updated list for a particular area, please

ae

WHO TO CONTACT?
If you would like any further information about RECI
please contact the General Manager,
Register of Electrical Contractors of Ireland, Parnell
Avenue, Harolds Cross, Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 454 5820; Fax: 01 - 453 7491.
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A N A P P R E e l A T ION

Bill Penrice
Most Definitely Remembered
bituaries have such finality
about them, such a sense of
gone forever. Yet, when we as a
group of Bill Penrice's friends sat down
together
recently
we
realised
immediately that we were not
preparing an obituary but rather
remembering him. Indeed, anyone

O

Bill Penrice ... never to be forgotten

who had any dealings with Bill
either socially or through business will vouch for the fact that, whatever
lse, he will not be forgotten!
Having done his national service Bill
continued with his trade of fireplace
building on leaving the army. That
brought him to Ireland on a particular
project where he met Deirdre - both
his business and life partner - whom
he married after a whirlwind romance.
They went to live in London where
Bill's work brought him more and more
into contact with the heating and
plumbing trade. So, taking a major cut
in salary, Bill made a career change and
took on an apprenticeship to the trade.
On coming out of his time Bill and
Deirdre were on the move again, this
time returning to Dublin where they
set up home and business.
Bill was in at the start when central
heating was but a lUXury, only to be

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1998

enjoyed by the very wealthy in large
houses. Even back then he was a master
salesman. Bill was "selling up" to add
value and margin to jobs 30 years
before today's so-called marketing
gurus came up with the concept. In
return he gave the best value money
could buy. His attention to detail and
quality control was renowned.
He was fortunate in that he
experienced all the cyclical highs (and
lows) the Irish heating industry has
seen over the last 30 years. Beginning
with oil, he was instrumental with a
handful of his then industry colleagues
in establishing the fundamentals of
"best practice" which form the
backbone of today's operating
procedures and standards.
Down through the years - using the
IDHE as the vehicle - Bill was to the
forefront in applying and developing
these standards as the industry norm
for solid fuel when that was booming,
towns gas thereafter, and of course
latterly and most recently for natural
gas.
Over the years Bill became
synonymous with the IDHE, and
especially
training
and
the
development of its educational
programmes. Indeed, there were spells
when, despite the apathy of the
industry at large, Bill - along with a
handful of others - saved the IDHE
from fading into oblivion. More than
once, when many had lost interest, it
was his efforts which brought it back to
life, and kept it going.
This generosity of spirit was often
not recognised, partly perhaps because
of his sometimes abrasive personality.
Let's face it ... it was not all sweetness
and light with Bill. He was opinionated
and not afraid to speak his mind.
Things were either black or white with
him ... there was little room for in
between.
PAGE
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Like the gunslingers of the old west,
he shot straight from the hip. Virtually
everyone who came into contact with
him experienced the sharpness of his
tongue at some time. But that was as
deep as it went. He totally confused
people at meetings when, having
verbally abused and berated them as
only Bill knew how, he would then
sincerely invite them to the bar for a jar
immediately after. He held absolutely
no grudges.
And yet, for all his apparent gruffness
and bluster, he was a very shy and selfeffacing man. He was so touched and
emotional at being conferred with an
IDHE Fellowship that it made him cry.
Not that he would ever admit to that of
course!

While Bill was a naturalised Irishman, he
never forgot his origins and was known, on
occasions, to dress accordingly

Bill Penrice was straight out of the
old school... decent, generous and,
above all else, fiercely principled. His
passing deprives us all of a muchvalued business colleague but, more
than that, of a genuine, sincere friend.
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Thermal
Dispersion
Flow Switch
Controls
Manotherm Ltd has just
introduced the new Dwyer
Series TDS thermal
dispersion flow switch line
for monitoring and
controlling the flow of noncoating liquids. They serve
as low-cost insurance
against expensive damage
which can result from
inadequate flow to pump,
cooling lines, lubricating
systems, etc.
Eight models are
available with a choice of
or P channel FET switch
output to interface with
PLC or relay control
devices. Two body lengths
are offered for pipes from
3/4" to 1-1/2" or 2 to 16"
and wetted parts are either
polypropylene/Ryton or
polyvinylidene fluoride for

The new Dwyer Series TDS
thermal dispersion flow switch
line from Manotherm.

superior media
compatibility. Mounting
thread are 3/4" PT.
Units are factorycalibrated at 0.2 FPS,
suitable for many typical
applications, but they can
be field adjusted for
achlation from 0.04 to 10
FPS. Design resists damage
from over-range flow rates.
Repeatability is ±5% of
setpoint while accuracy is

Model
Number

Output (FET)

Material

Length

TDSllO
TDSlll
TD5210
TD5211
TD5120
TD5121
TD5220
TD5221

N-channel
P-channel
N-channel
P-channel
N-channel
P-channel
N-channel
P-channel

PP/Ryton
PP/Ryton
PVDF
PVDF
PP/Ryton
PP/Ryton
PVDF
PVDF

3.0" (7.6cm)
3.0" (7.6cm)
3.0" (7.6cm)
3.0" (7.6cm)
4.5" (ll.4cm)
4.5" (ll.4cm)
4.5" (ll.4cm)
4.5" (ll.4cm)

PRODUCT

NEWS

rated ±2mm in water at
constant temperature. LED
indication for flow and
calibration status is
standard.
The Series TDS operates
from 12 to 36 VDC with
nominal current
consumption of 50 mA. FET
switch voltage is 36 VDC
maximum, current is 100
mA maximum and output
is selectable for normally
open or normally closed
operation.
Maximum pressure is 150
psig (10.3 bar) and process
temperature limits are 32 to
140°F (0 to 60°C).
Contact: Bob Gilbert,
Manotherm.
Tel: 01 - 452 2355.

Cylon
Relocates
As and from 12 January
last, Cylon Controls Ltd
has been located at new
premises in Dublin 3. Full
address is:
Cylon Controls Ltd, Unit
14, lOA Enterprise Centre,
East Wall Road, Dublin 3.
Telephone and fax
numbers remain the same
and are as follows:Tel: 01 - 836 6626;
Fax: 01 - 836 5108

Brian Scully Goes Supersonic
Brian Scully of Brian Scully
Services is pictured left with
Fergus Madigan and Michael
Sheehan of Mitsubishi Electric at
the presentation marking Brian's
budget achievement late last year.
The performance-related
incentive trip was part of a novel
programme introduced to boost
sales throughout 1997. Brian's
prize includes a trip on Concorde
from London to New York; a 3night stay in the Waldorf Astoria
Hotel; and a return trip on the
QE2, sailing from New York to
Southampton.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss1/1
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Yeates Joins

HRP
As part of HRP Wholesale's
ongoing expansion it has
appointed Derek Yeates to
the position of sales
engineer with the
company. Derek was
previously employed as a
sales engineer with RDL at
its Dublin branch.
Derek has over ten years
experience in the
refrigeration industry and
his expertise will further
enhance the wide range of . services within HRP
,.,
Wholesale. His duties will
include ongoing sales and
the development of new
business.
Contact: Derek Yeates,
HRP Wholesale.
Tel: 01 - 830 6565.

Derek Yeates, who has joined - )
HRP Wholesale as sales
engineer.

Redmond
Electrical
Move
L Redmond (Electrical) Ltd
has moved to Hawthorn
Avenue, East Wall,
Dublin 3.
The 'phone and fax
numbers remain the same
at:- Tel: 01 - 836 4040;
Fax: 01 - 836 4026.
e-mail: redelec@tinetie.
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DATE

VENUE

TIME

MON 2nd FEB.

MOUNT ERRIGAL HOTEL, LETIERKENNY, co. DONEGAL Spm-9pm

Tl S 3rd FEB.

SLIGO PARK HOTEL, DUBLIN RD., SLIGO

Spm-9pm

WED 4th FEB.

BREAFFY HOUSE HOTEL, CASTLEBAR, CO. MAYO

Spm-9pm

THUR 5th FEB.

CORRIB GREAT SOUTHERN, GALWAY

Spm-9pm

MON 9th FEB.

GREENHILLS HOTEL, ENNIS RD., LIMERICK

Spm-9pm

TUE 10th FEB.

BRANDON HOTEL, TRALEE, CO. KERRY

Spm-9pm

WED. 1Ith FEB.

ROCHESTOWN PARK HOTEL, ROCHESTOWN RD., CORK Spm-9pm

THUR 12th FEB. JURY'S HOTEL, FERRYBANK, WATERFORD

Spm-9pm

MON 16th FEB.

GREEN ISLE HOTEL, NAAS RD., DUBLIN

3pm-9pm

HODSON BAY HOTEL, ATHLONE

Spm-9pm

GLENSIDE HOTEL, DUBLIN RD., DROGHEDA

Spm-9pm

TUE 17th FEB.
W

18th FEB.

Invite you to step inside and
take a tour of a pectaeular d' play

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1998
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Creda Roads'how Marks NewEra
The Creda - "Best of All
Worlds" roadshow is
currently touring Ireland to
mark the introduction of
the Creda Newera electrical
heating range to this
country by Irish
distributors ED!. Dates and
venues are as follows:Mount Errigal Hotel,
Letterkenny, Co Donegal Monday 2 February; Sligo
Park Hotel, Dublin Road,
Sligo - Tuesday 3 February;
Breaffy House Hotel,
Castlebar, Co Mayo Wednesday 4 February;
Corrib Great Southern,
Galway - Thursday S
February; Greenhills Hotel,
Engis Road, LimerickMonday 9 February;.
Brandon Hotel, Tralee, Co
Kerry - Tuesday 10
February; Rochestown Park
Hotel, Rochestown Road,
Cork - Wednesday 11
February - Jury's Hotel,
Ferrybank, Waterford Thursday 12 February;
Green Isle Hotel, Naas
Road, Dublin - Monday 16
February, 3pm to 9pm;
Hodson Bay Hotel, Athlone
- Tuesday 17 February;
Glenside Hotel, Dublin

~E GREATEST SHOW ON THE ROAD

Road, Drogheda, Wednesday 18th February.
Open times are Spm to
9pm, followed by a hot

buffet, drinks and
entertainment. Those
expected to attend include
architects, contractors,

Mitsubishi Electric
Foundation Golf
Late last year Mitsubishi Electric annollr'tced details of the coming
season's Links Golf Society sponsorship. This forms an integral
part of the activities of the Mitsubishi Electric Foundation which
provides financial
assistance, along
with time, expertise
and technology, to
aid specific projects
within various
communities.
Pictured at the
launch were Fergus
Madigan, Mitsubishi
Electric; Christy
O'Connor Snr;
Annmarie McCarthy;
and Mr Takanori
Kazuhara, Japanese
Ambassador to
Ireland.

Register of Irish Boiler Engineering Contractors (RIBEq
It is almost a year since the notion of setting up an association or organisation which

would regulate the boiler services industry was first mooted. Alot happened in that year,
for instance:(] Aconsultative committee was set up to discuss the possibilities of forming an
organisation;
(] The consultative committee was refined and broken down into a Steering Committee
and four working groups to deal with various aspects of the setting up RIBEC;
(] A name and a mission statement have been developed;
(] Technical data has been gathered for a Code of Practice;
(] The Steering Committee has met 12 times in the last year to review the progress of
the working groups.
The above are just a few of the tasks that have been tackled dUring the last year, and
substantial progress has been made. During the coming year a lot of the pieces will come
together, and there will be much more tangible evidence of RIBEC coming into existence.
Contact: Virgil Bolger, Irish Energy Centre. Tel: 01 - 836 9080.

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss1/1
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consultants, ESB personnel
and wholesalers. All will
be entered in a draw for a
luxury weekend for two in
any of the Ryan Hotels in
Ireland. There will be a
separate draw and prize for
each venue.
Details of an innovative
"loyalty programme" will
also be announced.
The NewEra collection
represents a major
commitment from Creda as
Europe's leading
manufacturer of electric
heating. It is the result of
an intensive programme of
customer market research,
and a seven-figure
development budget.
Designed to fit perfectly
with every kind of home,
the new coJJ~ction is
slimmer and shorter in
length - taking up less wall
space than ever before and
enabling the heaters to fit,
even where space is at a
premium.
In keeping with modern
syling, NewEra features
softer contours that offer a
less mechanical feel;" and
blend smoothly into any
environment.
As well as style, the
NewEra collection offers
unrivalled levels of
performance, economy and
control for a wide range of
applications. Designed
specifically with the user in
mind, Creda products
incorporate many unique
features, only available
from the Creda range.
"We are extremely
excited about NewEra",
says EDJ's Des Bradley,
"and look forward to
meeting existing and new
customers as we tour the
country".
Contact: Des Bradley,
Eor. Tel: 01 - 626 4366.
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Two-Way Cure For
Installers' TRV Headache
Direction of water flow through central heating is no
longer a headache for installers with Myson's new TRV 2Way. Unique engineering allows the valve to work at all
differential pressures, in either flow direction, without
any loss of performance. 50 installers can fit the TRV 2Way without worrying about
rattling or banging - which
starts if water flows through a
standard TRV in the "wrong"
direction. This also eliminates
costly callbacks to deal with the
noises caused by flexing.
In standard TRVs, many
components make-up the
internal spindle and disc
assembly. However, now Myson
has used a new bonding
technique (patent pending) in
the TRV 2-Way, which stops the
flexing of this internal disc when
water flows in the "wrong"
direction, which in turn
Myson's new TRV 2-Way
eliminates all too familiar rattles
and bangs.
Two-Way has all the benefits of the well-established
TRVII: a temperature-sensitive liquid element; a sculpted
white wheelhead; a choice of finishes in polished chrome,
satin brass or nickel; a full range of sizes; plus accessories.
The Myson TRV 2-Way is the latest in a series of
innovative products fully conceived, designed, engineered
and finally brought to the marketplace by Myson Heating
Controls in Newcastlewest.
"All heating installers are fully aware of the benefits
offered by the addition of TRVs to new or existing
heating systems", says 5ean Hanratty, Managing Director.
"The new Myson TRV 2-Way means there is now no
need to sort out which pipe is the flow or return to be
sure of a quiet installation and a happy customer".
Contact: Fiona O'Neill, Potterton Myson (Irl).
Tel: 01 - 459 0870.

J J Sampson &: Son - Team Refrigeration. PS: Brian Maguire did not

race ... he just wanted to get in the picture with the winners!!!

JJ Sampson

& Son Go Karting

Customers representing
the various sales divisions
of JJ Sampson & Son
recently competed in the
company's annual Karting
Night.
They were divied into
three teams - Refrigeration
& AC; Industrial Process;
and Heating.
Winners on the night
were Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning.

J J Sampson &: Son - Team
Heating.

JJ Sampson &: Son - Team Industry Process.

IKK - Essen Competition
For the recent International refrigeration and air conditioning
exhibition (IKK) held in Essen, Germany, JJSampson & Son/Danfoss
ran a competition for Irish visitors to the Danfoss stand.
Pictured Is Dave Killalea, Director, Refrigeration & Air
Conditioning Division, JJSampson & Son Ltd, presenting the
winner, John Goldlng of Cross Refrigeration Ireland Ltd, with the
prize of a special Mldleton rare Irish whiskey.

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1998
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System 500P

AND

different internal
diameters, from 250mm to
600mm.
Figure A shows the
welded construction of
System 500. The lateral
seam of the inner flue
lining is continuously seam
welded and the joint
between the lining and the
female end ring is welded
and sealed. This
contruction provides for
total cylindrical stability
and a pressure/moisture
tight assembly. The outer
casing is lock formed.
System 500P is ideal for
multi-applications where
positive pressure integrity
and fire resistance is
required. The chimney
construction allows ior
extra sealing to be
introduced which will
withstand a maximum

Now 4-Hour

Rated
System 500 by Powrmatic
is a high-quality,
prefabricated chimney
system suitable for oil and
gas-fired appliances with
flue gas temperatures up to
450°C continuous firing. It
consists of straight lengths
and associated fittings, and
is available in eight
SEALED SOCKET TO INNER LINING JOINT

Figure A

PRODUCT

NEWS

positive draught of 150mm
wg. at 350°C.
This highly-insulated
system - when used in
conjunction with fires top
spacers - gives a fire
resistance capability of four
hours. The unique design
removes the need for
expansion lengths and
bellows. Typical
applications include
industrial and commercial

heating equipment fired by
oil or gas, condensing
boilers and smoke extract
ventilation systems.
System 500 is available
in a wide range of material
specifications offering total
flexibility in terms of
application and cost.
Contact: Patrick Lowry,
Powrmatic.
Tel: 01 - 452 1533

Versatemp Energy Reclaim
The award winning Versatemp energy reclaim system is
proving successful in Dublin with Temperature ltd's distributor in
Ireland, Ideal Cooling Equipment,
securing three substantial orders
for it within the last six months.
The most recent is for the 5t
Helen's Hotel. The other two are
the five-star Alexander Hotel and
the Doyle Group's four-star
Burlington Hotel.
Pictured is an architect's model
of the completed 5t Helen's
Hotel, Dublin.

TERMO TEKNIK

STEEL PANEL RADIATORS
The 'E' Type Radiator
Elegant • Economical • Efficient
Five-year, No-quibble guarantee
Top and side covers & chromed air vents included as standard
Sole Distributor for Ireland - 48-hour deliv~ry service

ISO 9002

Ballycureen, Airport
Road, Cork.
Tel: 021 - 961823
Fax: 021 - 317399
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss1/1
DOI: 10.21427/D7Z99D
Email: pfp@indigo.ie

-•••

~
~E=:.l.
Other heating
products include
towel rails and
electrical oil filled
10
radiators.
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Systems
McOuCIY~
International

'."A;.4,4.614.4,44.4.'

DISTRIBUTORS IN IRELAND FOR:·

AAF International Air Handling and Recirculation Units
•
•
•
•

Unique solid panel modar construction
Air Handling and Recirculation Units duty to 83m 3/s
80% more energy efficient than glass fibre panelled units
Three times design life of steel framed units

Mc
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

y International HVAC Chillers

Single chillers to 10,000 Kw
Single Screw 25% more efficient than Dual Screws
Single Screw oil free and virtually maintenance free
Worlds most efficient reciprocating chillers
Worlds most efficient centrifugal chillers
Crystallisation proof absorption chillers
Refrigerants R22, R407C, RI34A, R41 OA
Directly addressable by BMS
Chillers in stock

ABOVE: AAF Easdale air handling unit from Thermo Systems

ABOVE: McQuay International single screw chiller
from Thermo Systems
RIGHT: AAF Easdale air
handling unit design from
Thermo Systems

Systems

Thermo Systems Ltd, Unit 2, Church Buildings Industrial Estate, Church Lane,
Rathfarnham, Dublin 14. Tel: 01 - 492 5340; Fax: 01 - 492 5342; E-mail: thermosy@indigo.ie

Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1998
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REVIEW

CONDITIONING

McQuay
Split-type
Heat Pump
Coming close to its 2nd
anniversary, Hall
Distribution continues to
make significant inroads
into the split AC market
promoting McQuay brand
Heat Pumps. The initial
policy to stock heat pumps
only has proven successful,
with the users enjoying the
added benefit of a heat
pump at only a small
premium to the alreadycompetitive pricing for the
cooling only units.
All products are made by
the parent company "OYL"
in Malaysia and, due to the

McQuay split air conditioning systems available from Hall Distribution

3

good reasons

among
to

many others

choose
a

Trane air conditioner ·

------.,
I
I

I
I

•

Durable

•

Trane designs air conditioners to last longer than the competition,
and tests each component part under the most strenuous conditions.

-.,
I

I
I
I
I

L.~

Intelligent
Every Trane air conditioner is thoughtfully designed to work like a
fine watch, not just a collection of parts. This approach is one of
the secrets to Trane's durability.

--~

Quiet
Computers are used to design Trane's blower fans to operate
smoothly and quietly. Every air conditioner is evaluated for noise
levels and improved until the finished product is what it should be
felt but not heard.

Walkair
Walkair Ltd, Unit 901 Western Industrial Estate, Dubiln 12. Tel: 01 - 456 8070i Fax: 01 - 456 8098.
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PERFECTION
IS NEVER
ACHIEVED BY
ACCIDENT

For the perfect
climate contact

RINK
AIR CONDITIONING
Unit 1, Ballymount Cross
Business Park,
.
Dublin 22, Ireland.
Telephone: 01 - 456 9469
Facimile: 01 - 4504314
eMail: Rink@iol.ie
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recent devaluation of the
local currency, prices are
becoming even more
competitive. "So, it will be
a 'win win' situation for
the customers of Hall
Distribution in 1998," says
Caroline Fagan.
The coming season is
expected to be even busier
still for Hall Distribution as
a plethora of new products
comes on stream. These
new products have already
undergone extensive field
testing in the arduous
Malaysian climate and will
broaden the existing range.
Additions will include:- Slim-line, high-wall
units, 2.0kW and 26kW;
- A new range of
"Convertible" units for
low-wall or ceilingmounting; five models
from 5.8kW to 14.6kW;
- Cassette units, with five
models from 5.8kW to
14.6kW;
- New sizes of OX heat
pumps up to 22kW;
- Double and triple multisplits;
- A composite range of
fan coil units and
chiller/heat pump units
for 4-pipe; water-based
systems in the size range
7kW to 176kW.
The range will continue
to be strengthened with
more equipment from the
existing McQuay splitsystem portfolio for
applications up to 22kW.
These larger, ducted,
systems can be a better
alternative to some
refrigerant piped systems.
The Irish climate is one
of the most clement in
Europe and is, therefore,
well suited to the use of air
sourced heat pumps. The
McQuay heat pump can
give virtually "automatic

REVIEW

CONDITIONING

climate control" when the
unit is left in the"Auto"
setting, controlling the
room temperature close to
the set point and giving
perfect sleep comfort to
dwellings all year round.
There may have been
some element of customer
reluctance to use electric
heat pumps in the past but
customers are now more
aware of all the benefits
they entail. Significant
savings in heating costs are
possible during Spring and
Autumn when background
heating from a heat pump
may negate the need for a
separate heating
installation, or prevent the
costly firing up of a large
central heating system for
only a short period.
All McQuay split AC
products are supported by
a first class after sales
service, details of which are
available from Hall
Distribution.
Contact: Caroline Fagan,
Hall Distribution.
Tel: 01 - 835 2530.

Brian Scully Services to
the Fore
Established in 1987, Brian Scully Services Ltd has grown in
strength and stature over the last decade to a point where
it is now regarded as one of the prime building services
companies in Ireland, catering particularly for the south
and mid-west regions.
The company has a staff of 20 and supplies, installs and
services air conditioning equipment with the emphasis on
the comprehensive range of Mitsubishi Electric. Indeed,
Brian Scully Services Ltd - which is located in
Castlemahon, Co Limerick - was awarded Mitsubishi
Electric Dealer of the Year for 1997.
The company has grown in tandem with the significant
increase in air conditioning sales over recent years,
especially the cassette sector. To ensure that all employees
keep fully abreast of technological developments and
general advancements within the ac sector, engineers are
required to partidpate in regular training sessions and
seminars. This especially applies to Mitsubishi Electric
products with whom Brian Scully Services has devised a
tailored educational/ update programme.
But it's not all about cassettes. Brian Scully Services also
caters for large-scale, multiple air conditioning
installations. To this end it has had considerable success
with Mitsubishi Electric's City-Multi R2 and YSeries
systems. Typical examples include the 16 City-Multi
Systems at Motorola project in Cork; the 9 City-Multi
Systems at Fexco, Killorglin; the 8 City-Multi Systems at
Murphys Brewery, Cork; and another extensive, £500,000
project just completed.
Contact: Brian Scully, Brian Scully Services Ltd.
Tel 069 - 72200; Fax: 069 - 72266.

Airedale 'Concept' Ceiling Unit
Airedale International Air Conditioning has introduced a brand new ceiling-mounted
air conditioning unit called the Concept Horizontal.
This simple, yet effective unit can be mounted on a ceiling or recessed within a ceiling
void, making it ideal for installations where floor and wall space are at a premium. It is
available in OX and chilled water configurations, with cooling capacities ranging from
2-8kW.
The Concept Horizontal is
the latest addition to
Airedale's already
comprehensive range of
OX and chilled water
comfort products which
include ceiling cassettes,
high and low wall units
and fan coils.
Contact: Brendan Kilgallon,
Coolair. Tel: 01 - 451 1244.

fl

Rlght:Airedale's new "Concept
Horizontal" ceiling unit from
Coolair.
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Denco from
Reconair
Engineering
Denco is a world-class
manufacturer and market
leader in close control air
conditioning equipment,
which is specifically
designed for precise control
of air temperature and
quality in applications such
as telecommunications
suites, data centres, clean
rooms, laboratories, etc.
Denco places great
emphasis on achieving the
highest standards of project
management and
incorporates stringent
quality controls
throughout its operations.

Denco Series 3 being i~stalled at CAA, Heathrow. Details from
Reconair Engineering.

It has a substantial air
conditioning unit
manufacturing base in
Hereford, England,
supported by strategicallylocated regional offices and
a highly trained and
dedicated network of
distributors, Reconair
Engineering being
responsible for Ireland.
A 40-year pedigree of
technological development
and leadership ensures that
no other company has
more experience than
Denco. It has seen many of
its design advances become
accepted as industry
standards. Today, Denco is
leading in the refinement
of environmentallyfriendly and energy saving

Air Conditioning Systems
A COOL WAY TO REVERSE YOUR PROBLEMS

L!.IUNIFLAIR
Precision Air Conditioning Units for Computer Rooms
Three versions from 6kW to 85kW
• Air cooled direct expansion version
• Water cooled direct expansion version
• Chilled water version

Four configurations with up flow and down flow version
• Cooling only
• Cooling and electrical reheat
• Cooling and humidity control
• Cooling and electrical reheat and humidification and
dehumidification cycle

CE

lljUNIFLAIR ~

Airvvd.L

DC COMPUTE AIR LTD
DCCA House, Unit 70 Baldoyle Industrial Estate, Dublin 13.
Tel: 0 I • 839 1366/839 2101/832 1499; Fax: 0 I • 839 2343
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Cirrus is the new family of York fan coils comprising three new ranges,
each dedicated to different application and installation conditions.
Our new Cirrus family Is dedicated to our customers' needs, installer,
end user and specifier alike.
"Solutions for all Installers"
Choose the York Cirrus fan coils with their separate cabinets, installation templates, detachable left and right side panels, factory mounted 3 way valve kits with flexible stainless steel tUbing and special sUfr
port feet.
"Solutions for all End Users"
Choose the York Cirrus fan coils with a high efficiency coils, tangential fans and advanced air discharge design, autofan control option
and high tech modular cabinets.
"Solutions for all Speclflers"
Choose the York Cirrus fan coils with 42 models, single coil design
with two flexible circuits, cased and uncased versions, even blowers
_~ith discharge plenum.

gVork®ACR

------_...:.._-------------~

YORK INTERNATIONAL

Unit 200413, Citywest Business Campus, Naas Road, Dublin 22. Tel: 01 - 466 0177; Fax: 01 - 466 0198

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss1/1
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products. The company's
strategy for the future is to
build on its experience and
continue to set standards
for innovation and
performance.
Typical examples of
advanced products coming
on stream are the Denco
Toscana and Computaire
Series 3 ranges.
The Denco Toscana
range of air conditioning
units is designed to provide
the ultimate in precise
control of temperature,
humidity and filtration in
small to medium sized
areas. The concept is based
on the reliability,
efficiency, flexibility and
serviceability that is the
hallmark of all Denco
equipment.
Built to international
close control air
conditioning standards,
the units are available in
nine cooling capacities
ranging from 3kW to
20kW. A footprint from
just 300mm x 600mm
ensures minimal presence
and front access allows for
maximum utilisation of
remaining floor space.
Energy efficient cooling,
available on a year round
24-hour basis, is achieved
through exploiting new
technologies such as
energy saving scroll
compressors.
Available in both upflow
and down flow
configuration, air cooled,
water cooled and chilled
water versions, Toscana
units incorporate Denco's
Millennium, the high-tech
16 bit microprocessor
based controller.
Applications include
computer rooms,
telecommunications and
switching stations,
laboratories, printing and
graphics areas, dealer
rooms and clean rooms,
control and

REVIEW
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instrumentation rooms,
and high-tech office suites.
Denco's Computaire
Series 3 precision air
conditioning units
incorporate advanced
environmental and energysaving technology.
Available in eight
capacities - ranging
nominally from 14kW to
100kW - the compact
units have been created to
proVide high-performance
close-control of air

temperature, humidity and
filtration in all situations
where the precise control
of these functions is
paramount. The units are
fully packaged with
advanced microprocessorbased control systems to
proVide fully automatic
operation.
Applications include
computer rooms,
telecommunications and
switching stations,
laboratories, printing and

graphics areas, museums
and art galleries, dealer
rooms and clean rooms,
control and
instrumentation rooms,
and high-tech office areas.
Full details on the entire
Denco range are available
from Reconair Engineering.
Contact: Tom Marren/
Mark Cooney/Brian
Cooney, Reconair
Engineering.
Tel: 01 - 842 5200.

Creda Mobile AC
Ideal for home or office, the Creda Coldair mobile air conditioner unit has been designed
to provide all the benefits of built-in systems at a fraction of the price. Compact and easy
to move, the stylish Creda Coldair unit gives all the comfort required, where and when
required, with the added bonus of dehumidification at no extra cost. Even on the hottest
of days, the Creda Coldair cools the temperature effortlessly and quietly, making it the
perfect choice for small to medium-sized situations.
For larger floor areas there
is the Creda Coldair Tandem.
The Coldair's air-conditioning
capacity is boosted by the
addition of a neat, detachable
heat exchanger which can be
suspended in its own basket
from an outside wall for
maximum portability.
Like the Creda Coldair, the
Tandem also dehumidifies
and needs no special
installation.
Creda Coldair is ideal for
homes or small reception
areas such as doctors or
dentists waiting rooms. The
impressive capacity of the
Creda coldair Tandem means
that commercial premises
such as small businesses,
shops and nurseries can
benefit from stand-alone air
conditioning,
Controlling both is
simplicity itself. Hidden away
from prying eyes and fingers,
the concealed push-button
control panel is easy to
operate.
Contact: Des Bradley, EDI.
Tel: 01 - 626 4366.
Right: Creda Coldair mobile air
conditioning unit from EOI
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Mitsubishi Electric
for Intelligent Air
Conditioning
Like so many other
industry sectors, the name
Mitsubishi Electric has
become synonymous with
quality, innovation and
market-leading status in air
conditioning. The scope of
the portfolio is allembracing, and is designed
to cater for all conceivable
requirements in an
efficient, cost-effective, and
environmental-friendly
manner. It is also dynamic,
forever developing and

City Multi
We begin with City Multi,
the networked solution for
air conditioning comfort
pioneered by Mitsubishi
Electric.
City Multi R2 provides
intelligent air conditioning
giving simultaneous
cooling and heating. The
R2 offers a "networked
solution" to the diverse
requirements of modern
office layouts. One meeting
room may require heating,

Mitsubishi Electric roof-top packaged system

changing to incorporate
yet more features to
provide still further
benefits.
Indeed, such is the
diversity of applications
catered for that it would be
impossible to cover them
all in the space available
here. Consequently, what
follows is but a brief
resume of the overall
portfolio.

while another needs
cooling. Mitsubishi
Electric's unique two-pipe
refrigerant circuit meshes
perfectly with these
requirements.
Simultaneous cooling and
heating is proVided
through decentralised
conditioning in individual
zones.
With City Multi Y,
multiple indoor units and

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss1/1
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free piping can be
configured to conform to
any layout. The Y models
now boast a more powerful
setup, with an 8horsepower connection to
13 indoor units, and a 10
horsepower-connection to
16 indoor units.
Air Conditioning tailored
to individual circumstances
.., that's the essence of City
Multi Y.
New refinements just
introduced allow an even
more economical use of the
pioneering two-pipe system
for simultaneous
.
heating/cooling.
Refrigerant piping has been
slimmed down further,
easing installation and
reducing the volume of
refrigerant used. Also, with
unified remote control for
indoor units, plus a central
controller, operation has
never been easier.
As a final refinement, R2
is an industry leader in
terms of low noise
operation, setting new
standards of quiet
efficiency.
Roof-Top Packages
Mitsubishi Electric roof-top
air conditioners - Series
PRH-L - are available in a
wide range of sizes and
models to enable the
designer to select the best
model for each application.
The complete range has
been designed for outdoor
installation, and the units
are proVided with the latest
technological features to
ensure economical, reliable
and comfortable ducted
type air conditioning.
They consist of
compressors, air-cooled
condensers, evaporator
fans, condenser fans and
auxiliary and control
equipment, completely
packaged in a water-proof
enclosure.

With the development of
PRH-L Series demands for
such features as light
weight, compactness,
increased capacity,
appropriate static pressure,
air flow control, and
having flexibility of interfacing energy saving
electronic controls,
Mitsubishi Electric has met
market expectations.
All units are factory
assembled, piped,
internally wired and fully
charged with R-22. They
are also tested and checked
under a strict quality
control system in the
factory. Exterior surfaces of
all units are phosphatized,
zinc-coated steel with
acrylic resin primer and
ivory white-baked enamel
finish
MrSlim QC2
Mitsubishi Electric's QC2
concept stands for quiet,
quality, compact, comfort.
Designed for extra-quiet
operation and boasting
compact dimensions, the
full line-up includes
compact ceiling cassettes;
ceiling cassettes; compact
wall-mounted units; ceiling
,
suspended units; floorstanding models; and
ceiling concealed units.
The line-up incorporates
a multi-split design which
enables several indoor
units to be connected to a
single outdoor unit. By
reducing the number of
outdoor units necessary,
this system improves
exterior aesthetics and
offers more economical
operation.
Thanks to their ultraslim and compact
dimensions, Mitsubishi
Electric air conditioners go
virtually unnoticed in any
application. As an example,
the panel width of the
compact ceiling cassette
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Ba<':ked by 100 years of air-conditioning
experience,

Hall

Distribution

now

introduces a new range of split-systems
which has just been stocked in Dublin
for the Irish market.

These products bring you the benefit of
Hall

and

McQuay's

experience,
reliability

combined

emphasising
and

value

for

quality,
money,

supported by a first class service.

All products in our range have been
designed to give you a clean and
controllable environment.

With a choice of either wall or
ceiling mounted units, you'll
find that air-conditioning has
become an affordable
addition

to

any

retail, business and
domestic locations.

Distribution
(A Division of J&E Hall Limited)

Unit 8 Ashbourne Industrial Park
Ashbourne Industrial Estate
Ashbourne Co Meath
For further information call Caroline Fagan
tel Dublin 8352530 or fox Dublin 8352535
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model is only 760mm.
Furthering the aesthetics of
any interior is the new
compact ceiling suspended
model which features a
curved design.
For installers it's also
comforting to know that
because they are slim,
lightweight, and compact,
they are far easier and less
time-consuming to install.
Maintenance requirements
have also been eased
thanks to a long list of
convenient features such as
the long-life filter which
does not require cleaning
for up to 2500 hours of
operation.
Mitsubishi Electric's air
conditioners also
incorporate the latest in
noise reduction
technology. For example,
the new ceiling-suspended
model features a redesigned
vent shape and thinner fan
to provide whisper-quiet
operation.
For greater versatility, the
multi-split system models
feature a multi-split design
which allows several
indoor units (of same or
different capacities) to be
connected to a single
outdoor unit. By reducing
the number of outdoor
units necessary, this system
helps to improve exterior
aesthetics and lets you
install additional indoor
units at any time more
economically. What's more,
MXZ series models are
eqUipped with the energysaving inverter control,
which controls compressor
performance depending on
the heat load of the room.
This helps to eliminate
wide temperature
fluctuations for more
comfortable and
economical operation.
Contact: Mike Sheehan,
Mitsubishi Electric.
Tel: 01 - 405 5007.
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Trane

Compacts
from
Walkair
Trane has a long history in
building services, starting
in 1913 when the company
was first established.
Responsible for a great
many industry "firsts", it is
now a worldwide
organisation, with 28
manufacturing plants, four
of which are in Europe.
Trane Worldwide has
been actively reengineering the business
into a Process
Organisation, with each
process being completely
focussed in its particular
customers' needs.
Trane UK has
restructured into three
processes.
The Applied Process, The
Compact Process and the
Post Sales Service Process.
The Applied Process,
which concentrates on the
customers for the Large
Chillers, Air Handling
Units and Systems, is
already well established in
Ireland under Eddie
McAlester from his office
in Lucan, Co Dublin, and
he will continue to
concentrate on the applied
products.
Now, Trane Compact
Process in Ireland will be
served by Walkair which
has been appointed
principal dealer for the
range of split systems, light
commercial and industrial
systems within this
process.
The split systems include
hi-wall, console,
underceiling, cassette, and
ductable from 2kW to
16kW. In addition, for the
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Varitrac - The schematic diagram shows the Varitrac system which
provides individualised comfort in each zone by means of a central
blower unit. The Trane CCP2 is the nerve-centre of the system and
is compatible with all Trane's blower units, ensuring a system can
be designed for almost every requirement.

ductable splits there is
Varistream, the complete
engineered answer to
personalised control in up
to five zones.
Turning to the light
commercial/industrial
portfolio, this comprises
the following:o Self-contained watercooled units (9kW to 34
kW);
o Large air cooled split
systems (20.2kW to 64.5
kW);
o Roof-top units, cooling
only, heat pump or gasfired heating (8kW to 145
kW);
o Variatrac variable air
volume system;
o Aquastream - the

complete chiller/fan coil
system - including pumps,
expansion vessel, water
tank, etc, all pre-selected
and fitted;
o Chilled water split
systems (lkW to 13.5 kW);
o Liquid chillers (5.6kW to
200 kW);
o Fan coil units;
o Chilled or hot water
blower units (9kW to
33kW);
o Computer room units;
o Air handling units.
Full details on the Trane
compact range are available
from Walkair.
Contact:
Vincent Mahony, Walkair.
Tel: 01 - 456 8070.

Next Month

Pumps & Circulators
Next month's issue of BSNews will focus
on Pumps & Circulators. Copy date for
editorial, photographs and advertising is
Wednesday, 11 February.
Contact: Joe Warren at Tel: 01 - 288 5001.
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Creating the perfect climate in large buildings is no easy task without a tailor made system. Daikin's
Hi-VRV air conditioning system offers you precisely the features you need.
VRV - Variable Refrigerant Volume air conditioning offers cooling, heating and dehumidification.
HRV - Heat Reclaim Ventilation, a fresh air system, supplying fresh air to the indoor climate through a high effiCiency heat
exchanger. The reduced cooling loads give savings in energy consumption of up to 23%.
D-Bacs - Daikin Building air conditioning control system, an integrated management, monitoring and control DAIKIN
system for modular and central climate control. It all adds up to an efficient, intelligent air conditioning
system, resulting in considerable energy savings.

DAIKIN HI-VRV. AIR CONDITIONING WITH THE HIGHEST IQ.

----------------------------------------------------------~-Yes,

I'd

like

further

information

about

Name:
Job title:

Daikin

air

conditioning

systems.

..
.

.. .......... Company:

Address:
Send or fax this coupon to:

25 Cookstown Industrial Estate, Tallaght, Dublin 24, Ireland.
Tel. (01) 4511244
Tel. (01) 4511540
Fax (01) 4517347
Published
by ARROW@TU
Dublin,
1998
Internet: httpJ/www.daikin.com
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Carrier
GLOBAL CDU 38
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Core Comfort Line Number: 01 - 294 3110
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HARMON
AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICES
Agents for

+
MITSUBISHI
.'ELECTRIC
FOUR~
SEASONS

clima

systerTL-

KTK

AC. SYSTEM

KLIMATECHNIK

Commissioning and Maintenance Refrigeration, )
Air Conditioning, Boilers, Burners, Suppliers of
Air Conditioning Units, Computer Room
Packages, Chillers, and Heat Pumps
Unit No 4, Long Mile Business Park,
Long Mile Road, Dublin 12.

Tel: 01 - 456 4233; Fax: 01 - 456 4236
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol37/iss1/1
Harmon Air Conditioning
DOI: 10.21427/D7Z99D

Services Ltd is an ISO 9002 Accredited Company
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Panasonic Walks on Air
Since Walkair's
appointment as distributor
for Panasonic air
conditioning products, the
partnership has
experienced substantial
growth in the split sector.
Market penetration has
become more focussed and
incisive, considerable
success coming through
the network of appointed
dealers. This is all but
completed, save for some
fine-tuning and
refinements which may see
a small number of
additions over the coming
months.
The product portfolio
has also been added to, the
new ranges coming on
stream incorporating the
benefits of extensive
research and development
designed to improve
performance; reduce energy
consumption and noise
levels; make for simpler,
labour-saving installation;
and to provide more
flexible, yet critical, control
mechanisms.
The new Panasonic UM4
Multi split Series is a
typical case in point.
Taking a lead from the
design of the wings of jet
airplanes, Panasonic - one
of the world's leaders in
split air conditioning
products - has developed a
quiet fan for outdoor use
and largely gotten rid of
electric harmonics by
doing away with inverters.
A breakthrough has also
been made on energy
saving by using several
compressors. With an
original refrigeration circuit
and high-efficient
compressors, these inverterless multi-units can achieve
energy efficiencies in the

REVIEW

same league as inverter
technology.
Other features of the
UM4 Multi split Series
include availability in
cooling only and heat
pumps; 0 to 38hp outdoor
capacities; 5 to 25
maximum number of
indoor units; and two-pipe
facility between outdoor
and indoors. These will be
available early summer.
Panasonic is also
introducing a new range of
cassette units. Some of the
benefits being offered with
the new cassette units
include:o Same indoor does both
cooling only and heat
pump model;
Physically smaller
outdoor units;
o Option of wired or
wireless remote controllers;
o 24-hour "absolute
timing"
New, 28-item selfdiagnosis function;
o Rotary compressor
to 3hp
o Scroll compressor 4hp
to 6hp;
o Lower noise levels.
Contact: Vincent Mahony,
Walkair. Tel: 01 - 456 8070.

Mitsubishi Electric from
Reconair Engineering
Reconair Engineering is a new company established to
supply and market the full range of ex-stock Mitsubishi
Electric air conditioning products (see page 18 for details).
A particular strength of the new venture is that Tom
Marren - who has worked for Mitsubishi Electric's
Environmental
Division for a
number of years
-is a
shareholder and
Managing
Director. His codirectors are Mark
Cooneyand
Brian Cooney,
both of whom
have extensive
experience of the
air conditioning
industry, coming
from the strong
technical, sales
Tom Marren, Managing Director,
and contracts
Reconair Engineering
grounding they
gained from Reconair Services. Mark is now Director in
Charge of Contracts at Reconair Engineering while Brian
is Director in Charge of Service.
The new company will operate from a warehouse and
office complex which is located on the Swords Road,
Santry, Dublin 9. BSNews will carry a full report on this
new venture in the February issue.
Reconair Engineering will provide all necessary support
services and facilities, capitalising on Tom Marren's
extensive and in-depth knowledge of the product range,
along with his expertise and experience as a fullyqualified building services engineer.
Contact: Tom Marren/Mark Cooney/Brian Cooney,
Reconair Engineering. Tel: 01 - 842 5200.

Adap-Kool® - HighPerformance, Quick Payback

Cover shot from the new
Panasonic UM4 multi split
Series brochure which is
available from Walkair
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Danfoss Adap-Kool®
control systems from] J
Sampson & Son Ltd are the
perfect solution when
seeking to make water
chiller investment pay
while, at the same time,
ensuring exacting
environmental-friendly

JANUARY

performance. With an
Adap-Kool® upgrade the
average pay-back period is
one to three years, energy
reductions being of the
order of 30% to 40%.
Water chillers are often
used in installations where
precise and reliable cooling
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is required day after day.
These applications include
mainframe computer
installations, telephone
exchange systems,
industrial process plants
and comfort cooling
systems.
By installing the AdapKool® control system from
Danfoss and upgrading the
water chillers, substantially
lower operating costs are
achieved as well as
improved plant capacity
and control. Equally
important, the Danfoss
Adap-Kool® control system
operates independent of
refrigerant type, hence
economic gain is combined
with future care for the
environment.
Acomplete retrofit of an
existing water chiller by J J
Sampson & son, including
adaptive regulation,
typically consists of these
Adap-Kool® products:
(1) An electronic
regulator for wall or
switchboard mounting
(Danfoss AKC 24P2);
(2) An electronicallyregulated expansion valve
replacing the conventional
expanSion valve (Danfoss
AKV 20);
(3) Atemperature sensor
installed at the suction
line. (Danfoss AKS 11 or
AKS 21);
(4) A pressure transmitter
(Danfoss AKS 32);
(5) Acontrol panel
(Danfoss AKA 21).
Alternatively, operation
may be carried out via PC
(requires Danfoss Gateway
AKa 24 and Danfoss
Systems Software AKM).
Contact: John
Sampson/Dave Killalea,
J J Sampson & Son Ltd.
Tel: 01 - 626 8111.
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Carrier Cuts to the Core
camer is now strongly back in contention as one of the
leading air conditioning market players following a
concerted sales and marketing campaign spearheaded by
Irish distributors Core Air ConditionIng.
"We're extremely pleased with the market inroads we have
made in such a short space of time with Carrier", says Core
Managing Director Austin McDermott. "The response from
industry and specifiers alike has been most encouraging and
reflects the strength of the overall package offered. Apart
from a very diverse range of high-quality ac products from a
world-class manufacturer designed for all manner of
applications, there is also the strong technical and afterAndrew McEvltt, Sales
sales service support Core provides.
Engineer
"This continued growth pattern has necessitated
company expansion on all fronts. We are currently
reviewing our dealer network with a view to further
development while new sales and technical personnel have
also been appointed. These include Andrew McEvitt as Sales
Engineer and John Flynn as service Engineer."
The camer range is expanding apace, new products
coming on stream with ever-growing frequency to meet the
market demand for additional features offering greater
performance, energy effidency and environmental benefits.
These include the facility for longer pipe runs on split
systems; commerdal packaged equipment incorporating
roof-top systems which are now also available in versions
suitable for R407C; large CFC-free high-effidency hermetic
centrifugal chillers suitable for R134A; and small to
,ohn Flynn, service Engineer
medium-sized chillers with further refined models
incorporating chilled water pump, a tank and pressure
vessel.
Full details are contained in the new 1988 Carrier Catalogue. New technical literature is
also coming on stream to cover individual product categories. Atypical example is the
new series of 4-page, full-colour leaflets on the mini-splits which are essentially more akin
to a mini technical manual.
Copies of the above, plus more comprehensive details on the current range and
imminent new introductions, are available from Core Air Conditioning.
Contact: Austin McDermott, Core Air Conditioning. Tel: 01 - 294 3110.

Mitsu Sales for Mitsubishi Electric AC
A newly-established company - Mitsu Sales Ltd - has been formed to market Mitsubishi
Electric air conditioning products.
Located in a prime site in Limerick and operating out of a new, specially-constructed
warehouse/office complex, Mitsu Sales Ltd carries the
complete range of ex-stock Mitsubishi Electric air
conditioning products (see page 18), including spare
parts.
All sales enquiries are being handled by Lorraine
Smith who has many years experience in the air
conditioning business and an especially-strong
relationship with Mitsubishi Electric in Dublin with
whom she has worked closely in setting up the new
venture. Her technical and business qualifications
Mitsubishi Electric PLH-KK compact
include an honours degree in computer
ceiling cassette from Mitsu Sales
science/mathematics, and a degree in business studies.
Contact: Lorraine Smith, Mitsu Sales Ltd. Tel: 069 - 72535; Fax: 069 - 72266.
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NEXT TIME SHE SUGGESTS
SLIPPING INTO SOMETHING
MORE COMFORTABLE ...
(iIVE US A CALL.
Who wants an office, shop,
restaurant or bar that's too hot and
sticky to stick or too cold for comfort?
Not your customers or staff!
Your productivity - and your profits need a temperate climate to grow
and flourish.
That's why you need Panasonic
Air Conditioning.

In fact, Panasonic Air Conditioning
creates the right environment for
increased productivity and
profitability with heated, cooled and
filtered air-systems, which provide a
temperate c1imate...plus sweettempered staff and clientele.
We supply the latest Panasonic
Air Conditioning, tailored to

suit your office, shop, restaurant or
bar, that provide cool, clean air in
summer and all round warmth
in winter.

For further information
call Vincent Mahony at
01 456 8070 or fax 01 456 8098

Walkair

Unit 901 ,Western Industrial Estate,Dublin 12
AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTOR.

Panasonic
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Thermo Systems & McQuay Partnership
Attains Continued Success
Over the last 12 months
Thermo Systems market
penetration has grown
considerably. The
combination of McQuay
feature-laden, high-quality,
innovative products and
Thermo System's sales,
after-sales service and
technical support
mechanisms, has proved
extremely effective and
successful.
New products are
constantly coming on
stream, some of the latest

The new McQuay AG air
cooled water chillers from
Thermo Systems.
being the new generation
AG air-cooled water
chillers; Wesperel fan coils;
and the new McQuay AAF
Easdale air handling units.
Brief details are as follows:AG Air Cooled Water
Chillers - The new McQuay
line of air cooled water
chillers (from 100kW to
380kW) has been
specifically designed to
satisfy the market
requirements for compact,
reliable and economical
units. The new line
combines high technology
with unsurpassed
adaptability. Benefits and

features include:- 16 sizes against the 10
previously available;
- The complete line is
equipped with dual
circuits, scroll type
compressors for the first
four models, and semihermetic reciprocating
compressors for all the
others;
- Cooling capacity
increased ... 100-380kW
against the old line range
119-311 kW;
- Reduced footprint.
Only two cabinet sizes
instead of the four types
preViously used;
- Refrigerants available HCFC 22, HFC 134a and
HFC407C;
- Available in different
versions: ST - Standard / LN
- Low Noise / R - Heat
Recovery / 0 Desuperheaters / CB - Brine
double set point.
- Suitable to operate
with ambient temperature
from -18°C to +42°C and
with mixture of
water/glycol from _8°C to
+9°C.
- A wide number of
options are available,
including a buffer tank and
pump kit.
- Selection, installation
and maintenance
catalogues and software are
available.
Fan Coil Units - The new
generation of McQuay
Wesperel fan coil units
combine all the latest
developments of
MicroCard control with the
latest technical advances in
packaged heating and
cooling. A significant
benefit is that the open
protocol MicroCard is
directly addressable by
BMS, giving the fan coil
access to the building
management system. This
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eliminates the need for
costly retrofit work.
Without a
communications link, each
fan coil unit can be
operated as a stand-alone,
independent unit or a
master unit, using the
setpoints programmed on
Aidan lynch, Managing
its own thermostat.
Director, Thermo Systems
However, for zone
used for building the
control each fan coil unit
Stealth
Bomber and
has its own microprocessor
Formula 1 cars, for the
which acts as the memory
Channel Tunnel and for
and intelligence of the
helicopter platforms on
system. This decentralised
North
Sea oil rigs. Now it is
configuration enables each
being
used
for air handling
unit to identify its
units,
for
the
new Easdale
environment and to
design.
programme itself in
What's so special about
master/slave mode when a
the new Easdale's Modar
2-wire communications
composite material? It
link is installed between
can't corrode ... It's lighter
several units.
and stronger than steel ...
Programming comfort
and has better fire-resisting
temperatures is simplified
characteristics than
by the use of a new LSP
aluminium. Above all, it
local setpoint override
doesn't conduct heat, so it
module. Fitted with just
provides the ultimate in
two function keys cold bridge free design.
warmer and cooler - this
Full details on the
device is particularly suited
foregoing, plus the entire
to hotels and office
McQuay range, are
buildings.
available from Thermo
McQuay AAF Easdale Air
Systems.
Handling Units - The new
Contact: Aidan Lynch,
Easdale air handling unit is
Thermo Systems.
the most significant
Tel: 01 - 492 5340.
advance in air handling
Fax: 01 - 492 5342;
unit technology, according
E-mail:
to Thermo Systems Aidan
info@thermosystems.ie.
Lynch.
At the
heart of the
new Easdale
is a
completely
innovative
modar
frame,
fabricated
from
composite
material.
The new generation McQuay fan coil units from
This novel Thermo Systems
material is
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Daikin VRV
... The
Original of
the Species!
Daikin, one of the world's
largest and leading air
conditioning
manufacturers and
originator of the VRV air
conditioning concept, has
now applied yet another
quantum leap to VRV
technology in the guise of
the new Daikin VRV
Inverter-K Series. Daikin
first introduced the VRV
Standard system in 1982
and since then has been
responsible for pioneering
developments of the
concept, landmark
introductions including the
VRV Inverter system in
1990; the VRV Heat
Recovery system in 1991;
the advanced Hi-VRV
system in 1992; and the
VRV Inverter-H series in
1994. Additional
refinements and innovative
changes have been added
since then, making Daikin
VRV systems today's
market pace-setters
worldwide.
That includes Ireland
where distributors Coolair
have enjoyed considerable
success with the VRV
system. "There is no doubt
that Daikin's experience,
expertise, quality control
and world-class
manufacturing procedures
as applied to VRV have
given us a substantial edge
over competitors on the
Irish market", says
Coolair's Brendan
Kilgallon. "We now enjoy
significant market share in
this category and this looks
set to be consolidated and
expanded further with the
new VRV systems now

coming on stream from
Daikin".
Currently, Daikin's VRV
systems are available in
inverter cooling only,
inverter heat pump, or heat
recovery format, all
designed to proVide
efficient and flexible
comfort cooling and/or
heating in a wide range of
public and private
commercial premises. With
the new improvements
made to the VRV Kseries
and the new indoor models
available, the range has

NEWS

units with high static
pressures and low noise
levels for large ducted
zones up to 25kW;
Simplified control
wiring for centralised
control - only a twisted
pair now wired to the
outdoor units with
consequent savings in
installation cost and time;
o R407C units available
in some models mid-1998;
o Remote wireless
control available as an
option;
o FXYH ceiling

Ceiling mounted cassette
2 way blow - FXYC

Ceiling mounted cassette
4 way blow - FXYF

Ceiling mowlted cassette
corner FXYK

Ceiling mounted small duct for
hotels - FXYB

Pictured above are examples showing the versatility of the VRV-K
series. Details from Coolair

now been extended up to
10 different models and 60
sizes.
Benefits/features of the
new Daikin VRV KSeries
are:o Four way cassettes now
available in 2kW and 4kW;
Wall units now
available in five sizes: size
32 to 63;
o Floor units from 2kW
to 7.3kW;
o A new ducted unit,
FXYB, developed especially
for hotels available in two
sizes 20 and 25 with
capacities of 2.3kW and
2.9kW;
o A new range of ducted
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suspended and FXYA wall
units have the same
appearance as the Sky Air
range.
Daikin Europe NV - a
subsidiary of Daikin
Industries Ltd, Japan - was
established in 1972 to
provide the company with
a centrally-located
European manufacturing
base.
While it continues to
benefit from the ongOing
interchange of
technological research and
development data with its
Japanese parent, today
almost 80% of all Daikin
product sold in Europe is
designed and

JANUARY

manufactured in Ostend to
European standards and
requirements. Also, Daikin
Europe is an ISO 9001
accredited company, while
all Daikin products carry
the CE mark.
With a view to the next
century, Daikin has devised
a whole new portfolio.
Daikin has introduced
two new outdoor units to
the Sky Air F Series range
which extends the
possibilities for connecting
multiple indoor units to
outdoor units. With the
introduction of RY 200 and
RY 250 cooling only and
heat pump condensing
units, Daikin can now offer
twin, triple and double
twin combinations of
indoor units. Typical
combinations connectable
to an RY250 (25kW) would
be two type FHYC 125
ceiling cassette units, two
type FHYC 100 and one
type FHYC 45 or even four
FVYC 60 cassette units.
The new range of FDY
large ducted units, with
low noise levels and high
external static pressures,
are for use with the new
range of Sky Air
condensing units described
above and share the same
advanced microprocessorbased control system. The
outdoor units share the
same casings with the
Daikin VRV condensing
units. This has opened up a
whole new area of
application for for Daikin
such as hotels, conference
centres, department stores,
etc.
This year also sees a
completely new range of
split wall-mounted units
with modern and compact
casings being introduced
for the residential market,
together with split and
multi models using the
latest inverter technology.
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One of the major items
for the coming years is the
use of ozone-friendly
refrigerants. Daikin is
proud to introduce more
and more HFC air
conditioners such as splits
or air and water cooled
chillers, which are fully
redesigned for optimised
use of R-407C or R-134a.
An example of this new
technology is that cooling
only systems are now
available with R407C in
wall, ceiling and ceiling
cassette units in three sizes
- 25, 35, and 45 with

CONDITIONING

capacities up to 5kW. These
units feature new
technology compressors
specifically developed by
Daikin to provide similar
or improved performance
to R22 models. These have
been redesigned and new
electronic controllers and
corn pressor technologies
incorporated.
Full details on the entire
Daikin range are available
from Coolair Ltd.
Contact:
Brendan Kilgallon, Coolair.
Tel: 01 - 451 1244.

Danfoss-Randall HC75 Split
Controls - Heating and Cooling
The Danfoss-Randall HC75 series programmable room
thermostats are for the control of heating and cooling
plant. All incorporate chronoproportional control logic
to proVide optimum comfort conditions with minimal
fuel consumption.
They are designed for the following types of control:
(a) Direct control of water-based fan coil units;
(b) Direct control of water heating and direct-expansion
cooling fan coil units;
(c) Direct control of electric heating (via contractor) and
direct expansion cooling fan coil units;
(d) Direct control of heat pumps with reversing valve;
(e) Direct control of split air conditioning units. HC75
has fan motor connections for 3-spped fans. Other
models are available on request.
Contact: David Sampson or Dave Killalea at
JJ Sampson & Son Ltd. Tel: 01 - 626 8111.

Danfoss-Randall programmable air conditioning split systems
control from JJSamp50n 11 Son
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Specifiers and Contractors
Choose Harmon
Right from the outset when
John Harmon first
established his embryonic
company 10 years ago, the
objective was to serve the
air conditioning needs of
clients in a professional, yet
simple and direct manner.
To this day, quality of
service, quality of product,
and quality of performance
underpin the Harmon
trading philosophy, tailormade solutions being
devised to satisfy each
particular situation.
The company's IS09002
accreditation endorses this
standing.
Harmon Air Conditioning
is now among the leading
providers of air
conditioning and related
services to the Irish
building services sector.
Mechanical consultants,
contractors, architects and
developers all acknowledge
the confidence with which
they can appoint Harmon
Air Conditioning, and the
positive and constructive
input they bring to any
trading partnership.
This is particularly so
with unusual and difficult
projects where fleXibility
and a willingness to work
with the client to devise
perhaps unconventional
solutions is the only way
forward.
All company personnel
are highly-qualified,
experienced, and fullytrained to carry out their
appointed tasks. Moreover,
a carefully-devised
continuous assessment and
development programme
ensures that they remain so.
In striving to proVide the
optimum service

requirement, Harmon Air
Conditioning aligns itself
with market-leading,
quality-driven, product
suppliers. In this respect its
name has become
synonymous with
Mitsubishi Electric, Clima
Systems, Four Seasons
Essekappa, and
Klimatechnik, four of the
industry's most prominent
and respected market
players.
Complementing the
product portfolio is a
comprehensive installation,
after-sales service and
maintenance facility. Brief
details of each of the
principals product
portfolios are as follows:Klimatechnik Chillers The Klimatechnik portfolio
comprises air cooled water
chillers with axial fans,
designed to produce chilled
water and for outdoor
installation. The supporting
frame consists of sturdy,
electrically-welded sections,
painted with a coat of
epoxy primer and two coats
of finish paint (RAL 7011).
Cladding panels are of prepainted (RAL 7038)
galvanised steel.
Optional accessories
include chilled water pump
and storage water vessel;
total or partial heat
recovery condensers;
desuperheathers; liqUid
receivers; low ambient
control to -8°C ambient;
variable fan speed low
ambient control to -18°C;
main isolator with door
lock; self-regulating
evaporator heater; control
transformer for aUxiliary
circuit; additional
compressor steps; part-
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winding start for twincompressor; hotgas by-pass;
refrigerant and oil pressure
gauges; copper/copper
condenser coil; and
condensing coil protection
grilles.
Four Seasons Essekappa Four Seasons Essekappa is
yet another leading name
in Harmon's portfolio. This
range is divided into four
primary groupings:• JWA - Chillers, heat
pumps and
motocondensing units with
axial fans and scroll
compressors (SkW to
34kW);
• JWR - Chillers, heat
pumps and
motocondensing units with
centrifugal fans and scroll

(OND

compressors (SkW to
34kW);
• JWH - Chillers, heat
pumps, motoevaporating
and motocondensing units
with scroll compressors
(S.4kW to 36.3kW);
• TAC - Air handling
units incorporating direct
expansion unit, heat pump
unit and chilled water unit
(S.8kW to 22.SkW);
Mitsubishi Electric - For
details of the Mitsubishi
Electric range see page 18.
Clima MC - The Clima
MC air conditioning unit
belongs to the Technical
Wall Series and its vertical
design guarantees a reduced
footprint and minimum
floor space occupancy.
Because there is no

REVIEW
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requirement for
lateral service
areas, the units can
be placed side 'by
side.
The MC air
conditioning units
can be either
upflowor
downflow.
Contact: John
Harmon, Harmon
Air Conditioning
Services.
Tel: 01 - 456 4233.
Right: Clima MC air
conditioning units
offer full frontal
access for all
standard
maintenance and
repair work

mNmill(BW ~&WIffiJ(B~ ©TI ~&ilmill CCl]]IIJ1J1mill~
\J01IIill]] IID&NIF®~~ AIID&IP~~®®J1~ ~)Y~ilm1\iI
• Simple to install in
new or exising
systems
• Close optimised
performance and
control ensures
reduced running costs
• Short payback period
• Improved plant
lifetime
• Data logging and
monitoring via
PC/BMS

J.J.SAMPSON &SON LTD.
71 Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Dublin 10.
Tel: 01 - 626 8111;
Fax: 01 - 626 9334;
eMail: sampson@indigo.ie
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Rink Air Conditioning
1998, the Year Ahead
Rink Air Conditioning, as a
well established company
within the air conditioning
market, realises that the
customer is most
important. As such the
company focusses strongly
on the needs and demands
of the customer, ie short
lead times, restricted
budgets, 24-hour backup
service, complete package
of design, install,
commission, maintenance
and service. With an
extensive product range on
board Rink Air
Conditioning is in a
position to offer each client
a product to suit his/her
individual needs and
specifications, from the
following list of renowned
brands within the air
conditioning industry.
Lennox - Roof Packaged
Gas Fired and Electric
Heaters - Extensive
research into air
conditioning and heating
technology has allowed
Lennox Industries to
expal1d their product range
dramatically over the last
number of years. The
recent joint venture
between Lennox and HCF
of France, and the
subsequent acquisition of
Refac Air Conditioning, has
given Lennox a strong
presence in all European
markets. As such Lennox
have broadened their
product range to include:
- Split air conditioning
systems;
- Packaged gas/electric,
heat pump and cooling
only commercial
equipment;
- Roof packaged heating
and ventilation units:

17kW to 96kW;
- Condensing units;
- Fan coil units: 1.5kW
to 8.7kW;
- Gas warm air heaters:
lOkW to 33kW;
- Packaged air cooled
liquid chillers; air handling
units: Aiflow 500 - 2500
m3/h to 28000 100000m3/h.
Hitachi Split type air
conditioning units, VRV
systems - At Hitachi the
customer is always first. As
one of the world leaders in
the field of cooling and
heating equipment, the
fundamental objective of
Hitachi is to provide a
sense of well being for all
customers while at the
same time, protecting the
environment. The most
advanced system for
Hitachi is the "Scroll
Compressor" which has
revolutionised the world of
air conditioning and
become a hallmark for
creative technology at its
best. The Hitachi product
range distributed by Rink
Air Conditioning includes:
Utopia Split Type Air
Conditioning Units - These
air conditioners are

Hitachi Utopia Series split-system, heat pump air conditioner with
economiser

designed to create a
comfortable environment
and can be adapted to fit
any type of decor. The
equipment also offers a
"super silent" system
which uses efficient
insulation protection to
prevent the vibrant
transmission. Unit types
include: ceiling cassettes,
below the ceiling units,
wall mounted units and inthe-ceiling ducted units.
Hitachi Set-Free VRV
system - Set-Free systems
offer a wide range of
options which proVide the
best possible performance
while combining up to
eight indoor units with the
outdoor unit. The FX 3
pipe systems are the latest
development in the Hitachi
Set-Free series of air

Lennox LSeries packaged gas/electric, heat pump and cooling-only
commercial equipment from Rink Air Conditioning
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conditioners with
individual cooling and
heating operation for each
indoor unit. New heat
recovery technology
provides optimum energy
efficiency to meet modern
expectations in energy
conservation. The FS 2-pipe
system is the air
conditionng system with
cooling or heating
operations. The wide range
of options and layouts in
the FS series make it one of
the most flexible and
easily-installed air
conditioning systems on
the market.
Hitachi Econo-fresh This air conditioner has
been designed to offer a
comfortable air
conditioning environment
to meet the upgraded
current and future market
needs, especially for
modern offices, hospitals
and other business
facilities, where the cooling
load will remain stable
even under low outdoor
temperature, and where a
superior indoor air quality
is of high priority. Features
of this unit include: Fresh
cold air cooling with
economiser during
intermediate seasons
(energy saving), and
damper air-flow control
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with a microcomputer
providing comfortable
cooling.
Other products within
the Hitachi range include:
air cooled and water cooled
chillers; domestic room air
conditioners (window
type); and Multizone 80H.
Dantherm Dehumidifiers
- As one of the European
leaders in the field of
heating, ventilation and
dehumidification,
Dantherm feels duty-bound
to maintain its position at
the forefront of research
into new products for air
treatment of all types.
Since the very beginning
(in 1958) Dantherm has
funneled considerable
resources into research and
development.
Development work is
driven by two major goals:
the desire to be as energyefficient and as
environmentally-aware as
possible. Highly-qualified
research staff use the very
latest technology available
in their efforts to develop
products that are both
enVironmentally and
financially beneficial.
The extensive Dantherm
range distributed by Rink
Air Conditioning in Ireland
includes:
- Full range of domestic
and industrial
dehumidifiers;
- Oil and gas-fired
industrial heaters;
- A specialised range of
building driers.
Other product ranges
distributed by Rink Air
Conditioning include
Guntner (Dry Coolers);
Sharp (split ail
conditioning systems); and
Beutot.
Contact: Rink Air
Conditioning at
Tel: 01 - 456 9469;
Fax: 01 - 450 4314;
Email: rink@iol.ie
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Dravo Nozzle
Distribution
System from
Ross Air
Conditioning
To complement Ross Air
Conditiorung's already
extensive range of cooling,
heat recovery and air
handling equipment, the
company is now pleased to
introduce the Dravo Nozzle
Distribution System to the
Irish market. This highvelocity, air-inducing,
Nozzle Distribution System
(NOS) is suitable for all
high-bay industrial and
warehouse applications
with a heating/cooling
requirement.
Primary cooled air is
discharged into the
building at rugh level via
multiple nozzle outlets.
The design velocity is such
that surrounding air is
continually entrained by a
venturi-type effect,
resulting in large quantities
of quality conditioned air
arriving at floor level at
low velocity proViding a
uniform temperature
throughout. The system is
based around the Dravo
fully CE-approved air
handling units. Heating
can be by direct gas firing
or indirect using gas, oil or
steam with single units up
to 1200kW output capacity.
In addition to winter
heating, the systems can be
designed to operate on
mechanical cooling or,
alternatively, free cooling,
by introducing ambient air
for summer cooling.
The advantages of this
type of distibution system
over the conventional
schemes are many and are
summarised as follows:- Reduces temperature
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THE
NOS PRINCIPLE
To supplement its already extensive range of direct and indirect oil
and gas-fired heating and air handling equipment, Ross Air
Conditioning has introduced the Dravo NOS, a high-velocity, airinducing, warm air nozzle distribution system, suitable for all
larger industrial/warehouse heating requirements.
Details from Ross Air Conditioning

gradients to approaching
O.3°C/m rise;
- Reduces high roof heat
losses from static hot air,
resulting in fuel savings of
up to 20%;
- Reclaims resultant heat
gains from the machinery,
lighting and personnel;
- The central station air
handling unit at low level
proVides for ease of service
and maintenance with no
moving parts at high level;
- Utilise a distribution
system which is quiet and
asthetically-pleasing with
high velocity primary air
allowing small diameter
ductwork;
- Lightweight air
distribution system reduces
building structure loading
and is easy to install;
- Lower noise levels than
other type of induced air
systems due to lower
nozzle outlet velocities.
Working closely with
Dravo, Ross Air
Conditioning can offer
bespoke air handling units
with high-velocity Nozzle
Distribution Systems for
both heating and cooling
application. These can be
supplied to meet all air

conditioning requirements
with Ross/Dravo always
available to advise on unit
selection.
Dravo - through a constant
development programme has maintained its position
in the forefront of
technical innovation and
leads the field in the
production of fully CEapproved, high-efficiency,
air heaters. Its extensive
range of products
commences at 5kW output
fully-room-sealed, gas-fired
urut heaters fitted as
standard with a stainless
steel heat exchanger with a
5-year warranty, to the
highly-soprusticated OF air
handling eqUipment rated
at 1200kW heat output and
up to 36m3/sec air flow
with built in
microprocessor control.
Free design service is
available from Dravo/Ross
Air Conditioning for all
nozzle distribution systems,
with no job being too
small or too large for their
applications.
Contact: Gerry Ross,
Ross Air Conditioning Ltd.
Tel: 01 - 842 5522i
Fax: 01 - 842 5979.
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MITSUBISHI
ELECTRIC

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

PLH Ceiling Cassette
For small
commercial
premises, the PLH
Compact Heat Pump
provides a costeffective solution to
both cooling and
heating, whilst
occupying the
minimum of ceiling
space.

CE

Roof Top Packaged Heat Pump
Air Conditioners - Series PPH-L

•
•
•
•
•
•

Better efficiency and performance
High static pressure and airflow
Simple installation
Mechanical control
Electronic remote controller
Low-temperature cooling

City Multi R2 System Multi Split Air Conditioning System

The City Multi R2 has been developed to achieve an
energy efficient solution to both the increased demand for
air conditioning and in response to environmental
initiatives and legislation. Energy savings result from both
the efficiency of the compressor design and from the use of
heat recovery techniques

MITSll SALES LTD
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Limerick. Tel: 069 - 72535; Fax: 069.- 72266
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DC Compute Air Ltd European Distributor
DC Compute Air Ltd - who
has been serving the Irish air
conditioning sector for close
on 20 years - is reaffirming
its commitment to European
suppliers, the portfolio now
being made up of leading
Italian and French brands.
Included are names of
international renown, such
as Uniflair, Argo and Airwell.
Brief details on the latest
introductions from each are
as follows:Airwell - The new range of
airwell cassettes with its
swing louvres, is available in
either "cooling only" or

REVIEW

"heat pump" versions, with
the option of factory-fitted
electric heaters. The six
models have capacities
ranging from 3.2kW to
13.1kW, which enables an
accurate unit selection for
every application. Among
the features of the moderndesign remote control is the
ability to allow for S-day setup, off at weekends!
All models feature washable
filters that are easily
removed to ensure efficient
operation, while 2, 3 or 4
way discharge of airflow,
together with three fan

K 11 F - Net weight:
K 15 F· Net weight:
K 18 F - Net weight:
K 24 F - Net weight:

27 kg
27 kg
28 kg
29 kg

~
287

Dimensions in mm and weight of the new Airwell Colorado
cassette range from DC Compute Air Ltd.

Super Multi is one of today's most
advanced forms of air conditioning,
creating the ultimate 'controllable
environment' in the modern workplace.
The range consists of 2-pipe and 3-pipe
systems. The 2-pipe system provides
cooling or heating, while the 3-pipe
system offers simultaneous cooling and
heating and also incorporates the latest
heat recovery technology.
For a complete range of Toshiba air
conditioning products contact
GT Phelan on 01 2832622

TDSHIBA

THE PRINCIPAL NAME IN AIR CONDITIONING
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speeds, fresh air, ensure
flexible and precise air
distribution. Typical
applications include hotels,
cafes, restaurants, retail
outlets, and offices.
Argo - One of the most
recent additions to the new
Argo range is the Oscar
Supertronic spot-cooler
portable air conditioner
which is available to buy or
hire.
Benefits/features include:electronic movable air
conditioner provided with
wheels; flexible hose (lm
long) for warm air outlet to
be laid between the window
shutters; liquid crystal
display with operating
symbols; compressor
protection system (3 min
delay after unit starting up);
digital clock and room
temperature display; autodiagnosis at each starting up;
24-hour programme with
five automatic selections;
functions: cool, heat (electric
resistance), fan and dry;
remote control with liquid
crystal display (on request).
Uniflair - Uniflair is an
ISO 9001 certified
manufacturer based in Italy
and is the world's leading
producer of precision air
conditioning units for
computer rooms, telephone
exchanges and of access
flooring. Uniflair
concentrates mainly on

CID

REVIEW
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manufacturing the most
updated computer room air
conditioning and the widest
possible collection of raised
access floor systems, and also
air cooled scroll chillers,
from 4.6kW tup to 265kW.
Some Uniflair references
include the European
Parliament in Brussels (27
computer rooms); Kremlin in
Moscow (1000 sq m of access
flooring); First National
Building Society in Dublin
(100 sq m of access flooring);
Hertz European HQ in Dublin
(7 computer rooms); etc.
Energy savings
Uniflair's latest range of wallmounted air conditioners
has been designed mainly to
tackle the existing and new
telephone exchange
business. Its particularity
consists of offering a fEf
cooling system which is
controlled by its
microprocessor used when
the outside temperature is
low enough to allow heat
load dissipation from the
telephone exchange without
running the compressor.
This range is split into five
models, from 4kW to 1O.5kW
cooling capacity.
Full details on the entire
range of Uniflair, Airwell and
Argo air conditioning
equipment are available
from DC Compute Air Ltd.
Contact: DC Compute Air
Ltd. Tel: 01 - 839 2366.

Toshiba - A Tradition of
Innovation
Toshiba is one of the world's leading manufacturers of
electrical and electronic-based products, from household
appliances to information systems and industrial
equipment. In everything it does, the company is
committed to innovation and excellence.
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Left:
Toshiba
Super-MUlti
from G T
Phelan.

Today, Toshiba is one of the market leaders in the
comfort air conditioning sector. The manufacturing plant
in Plymouth, UK, holds BS 7750 for Environmental
Management and BS EN 1609002 for Quality
Management. It also participates in the Eurovent
certification programme under which its products are
tested and rated by independent laboratories to verify
that they comply with catalogue data.
Toshiba's air conditioning range is extensive and
incorporates a variety of model types and systems for all
manner of applications. Included are:- cassette; duct;
ceiling; wall; cabinet; chassis; floor/Iow wall;
window/wall; super-multi; G-series; standard series; and
mobile units...

®

CV
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11 as a series of chilled water models, to meet the
The Uniflair range includes both air and water-coole? direct expansion verSIOns, as we F via an ad'ustable top discharge grille or it can
needs of every application. Conditioned air can be dl~charged upwards (U) ~r fO~:~~S ~a~h model i~ also available in a downflow version,
fan s
be ducted from the unit (P) if the option of 150 Pa diSCI ~arge prde.st~ure d . IS. s~~~ ~avity beneath a raised floor. Details from DC Compute
either with top return (D) or front return (T), for supp ylng con I lone air via
Air Ltd
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Such is the diversity of
the product portfolio that
it would be impossible to
provide comprehensive
details in the space
available here. However, a
typical example of the
innovative, pioneering
view that runs right
throughout all ranges is the
Super-Multi.
Super Multi is one of
today's most advanced
forms of air conditioning,
creating the ultimate
"controllable
environment" in the
modern workplace. The
range consists of 2-pipe
and 3-pipe systems. The 2pipe system provides
cooling or heating, while
the 3-pipe system offers
simultaneous cooling and
heating, and also
incorporates the latest
energy heat recovery
technology.
Another innovative
development is the Toshiba
CD-Rom Product Guide,
which is available to
specifiers from G T Phelan.
This not only contains
the full suite of Toshiba
product literature and price
lists, it's a powerful
information tool.
Features include:Exploded product and
spare part views; technical
specifications; product
descriptions; wiring
diagrammes; piping
schematics; dimensional
drawings; system controls;
fault finding; spare parts
listed for each model;
training courses; guided
tour; and Super Multi gas
charge package.
Contact: Gerry
Phelan/Rodney Phelan,
G T Phelan Ltd.
Tel: 01 - 283 2622.
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EUKA Cooling Unit From ABB
ABB Ventilation is now launching the EU 2000 cooler - a complete integrated air cooling
unit for the EU 2000 air handling unit. The cooling module is fully operational when
delivered from the
factory, which
minimises the costs of
project design,
installation, operation __ , - and maintenance.
The unit is available
in seven sizes for air
flows ranging from
0.4 to 5.0 m3/s.
The cooling unit
cools the supply air
by means of a
refrigerant (R407C).
The supply air is
cooled by an
evaporator through
which the heat is
absorbed by the
refrigerant which
then transfers the
heat to the condenser
located in the exhaust
air flow path. The
heat from the supply
air is thus transferred
to the exhaust air.
The EU 2000 cooling
"" ,
"""•_ ,".
unit can be eqUipped
with a water cooled
condenser
committed up stream
of the ordinary air
cooled condenser
end in series with it.
The function of this
heat recovery
condenser is:o to allow for heat
recovery of domestic
o
. hot water etc;
o to allow for
operation when the
exhaust air flow is
The EU 2000 cooler from ABB - a complete integrated air cooling unit for
lower than the
the EU 2000 air handling unit.
supply air flow;
o to safeguard the
performance of the cooler at extremely high outdoor temperatures.
The EU 2000 cooler comes complete with all control equipment, factory-fitted and, when
site assembly of the air handling unit has been completed, all that is necessary is the
electrical power supply and the unit is ready for operation - qUickly, inexpensively, and
without the need for specialist refrigerant contractors. Also as ABB designs and
manufactures all major components, the optimisation and performance of all
components can be guaranteed.
Contact: Mark Grimes, ABB. Tel: 01 . 405 7300.
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Farewell Andrew
What more fitting or appropriate way to end 1997 than
with a special lunch to mark the departure of Andrew
Ramsey to pastures new. The intimate gathering at Bistro
Na Mara, Dun Laoghaire, enjoyed an excellent meal, craic
and bonhomie, with the formalities being kept to a
minimum.
Herbert Taylor, CIBSE Republic of Ireland Branch
Chairman, paid tribute to Andrew and referred to the
special working relationship established over the years.
Andrew concurred and vowed to maintain the many
friendships he shares with Irish CIBSE members.
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Greg and Noel Traynor.,
Herbert Taylor, CIBSE Republic of Ireland Branch Chairman,
making the presentation to Andrew Ransey to mark the occasion
of his leaving.
.

Teddy
Bourke with
Michael
McOonagh.

Colin Murphy
with Peter
O'Oowd.
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Centenary Ball
To mark the centenary anniversary of the
Chartered Institute of Building Services
Engineers, the CIBSE Republic of Ireland Branch
is celebrating the event by holding a Cenetenary
Ball in place of the annual dinner.
The Centenary Ball, which is for members, their
partners and guests, will take place in the
Fitzwilliam Hall, the Burlington Hotel, Dublin.
Dress for the occasion will be formal. Members
are invited to book individual tables to entertain
their guests.
The cost per person is £50. Cheques made out
to the CIBSE Social Account should accompany
each request for tickets and be returned to Joe
Lawlor, clo C J Ryder Lawlor Ltd, 86 Amiens
Street, Dublin 1. Printed invitations are being
prepared and will be forwarded on receipt of a
cheque for the appropriate amount on a first
come, first served, basis.
.As tables can accommodate 10 to 12 people, it
will be necessary for parties of less than 10 to
share.
Contact: Joe Lawlor. Tel: 01 - 874 2558'
Fax: 01 - 874 7525.
'
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IRISH ENERGY CENTRE

Are You Burning
Money Needlessly?
he overall importance of
limiting emissions of
greenhouse gases and other
pollutants into the atmosphere
has been very much in the news
of late. Indeed, this is an issue
we will all have to face sooner
rather than later, if we are to
leave a world fit for habitation
by our descendants.
We are now facing the end of
the century and indeed the end
of the millennium. If we look
back at what has happened in
this last century, it would have
to be said that we have been
very careless in our treatment of
the planet.
During this century alone we
have developed bigger and better
ways of extracting energy
resources from areas that here-tofore were inaccessible. Why?
Because we are using fossil fuels
at such a rate that we need to go
deeper and further if we are to
ensure continuity of supply. We
have developed bigger and better
technologies for burning fossil
fuels and turning them into
useful heat. We have invested
tens of millions of pounds in
developing better and more
efficient boilers. We have even
invested in developing systems
that remove the human factor
from the boilerhouse.

T
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In real terms we have never
been as well eqUipped to
generate heat for process and
comfort as we are today. But are
we using the technologies and
skills available to us as well as we
might, or are we burning money
needlessly? Twenty four years of
experience in the energy
business, a lot of those years
dealing with boilers, leads me to
say that we have been very
remiss in our approach to boiler
operation, and yes, we are
burning a lot of money
needlessly!
Over the last 20 years boiler
programmes have come and

Virgil Bolger, Irish Energy Centre.
Tel: 01 • 836 9080.
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gone, and experience shows us
that the average steam boiler still
operates with a combustion
efficiency 2% below optimum,
while the average commercial
heating boiler operates S% below
optimum efficiency. Between
them the industrial, commercial
and public sectors have an
annual fuel bill for boilers of
£340 million, a lot of which is
still being wasted.
In its latest Boilers Initiative,
the Irish Energy Centre has
decided that it was time a new
approach was taken to
developing services that would
be useful and attractive to boiler
uses in industry and commerce.
At the outset, consultative
groups were set up to advise the
Energy Centre on the best
approach and these proved to be
extremely useful. Possibly the
soundest piece of advice we
received was that it was time we
stopped concentrating on boiler
efficiency alone, and focussed on
system efficiency instead.
The Irish Energy Centre took
the advice on board and in 1997
launched the Steam Boiler
System Evaluation Scheme. This
scheme is specifically targeted at
steam users and, as the name
implies, it focuses attention on
system efficiency. The
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Company

Annual Fuel
BiII(£)

Sector

E N ERG Y

Savings
Identified (£)

Foe U S

Payback
(Years)

Assessment
Cost to Boiler
User (£)

0.6
1.6
0.9

1,175
475
475

Pilot Studies
A
B
C

1.5 million
152,000
133,400

Dairy
Pharmaceuticals
Meat Sector

93,000 (6.2%)
13,000 (8.5%)
13,000 (9.7%)

Case histories from operational phase ofthe programme
D
E

685,000
315,000

Textiles
Pharmaceuticals

115,000 (16.8%)
15,400 (4.95)

<0.5
0.4

475
475

Table A
application of the scheme is
confined to the boilerhouse and
the fuel delivery system.
In essence, what this scheme
offers the steam boiler user is the
opportunity to have an
independent evaluation made of
a boilerhouse operation and a
report produced which will:
o indicate the level of energy
cost savings that are
available in the plant;
o highlight the areas where
efficiency improvements
can be made;
o give typical budget costs for
achieving these savings;
In the course of a typical
survey the consultants involved
will look at the boilerhouse
operation including:
Boiler operation;
Boiler sizing and
sequencing;
o Water treatment including
blowdown;
Number
of Boilers per
BoJlerhouse
1/2

o Condensate recovery;
o Insulation;
o Leakages;
o Application of new and
proven technologies;

o etc etc.
During the development phase
for this scheme a number of
pilot projects were carried out to
validate the concept of looking
at boiler system efficiency rather
than boiler efficiency alone.
Table A shows the outcome of
the pilot studies as well as two
case studies which are based on
work that has been carried out
since the scheme was launched.
These show that the service has
major energy and cost-saving
benefits for participating
companies.
To date about SS studies are
either in progress or have been
completed and analysis of the
results so far shows average

Cost of Survey
(f)

Irish Energy Centre
Subsidy (f)

800

325

Cost to Boiler User
per Bollerhouse
(£)

475

1,050

425

625

4

1,350

500

850

5

1,550

575

975

6

1,725

650

1,075

7

1,900

725

1,175

3

identified savings of 10.5%. The
analysis shows that 70% of the
savings identified could be
achieved through improved
housekeeping practices or with
expenditures that have a payback
of less than one year. These
savings can be achieved through
actions that we would classify as
being either routine
maintenance or remedial
maintenance projects. The
analysis also shows that the
majority of the savings identified
requiring a capital input have
payback periods of less than
three years.
The Irish Energy Centre has
agreed a scale of charges (exclusive of expenses) with a panel
of consultants who have demonstrated an expertise in this field,
and is currently offering a
generous subsidy to boiler users
who wish to have their systems
investigated. Details of the
charges are given in Table B.
We are living and working in
an era when fuel has never been
cheaper or more readily
available. It is sad to see that we
are wasting so much of it. It
would serve us well to remember
that time spent on maintenance
is not wasted. It improves plant
reliability, improves
competitiveness and, as this
scheme proves, can lead to
substantial energy and cost
savings which go straight on to
the bottom line as profit. •

Table B
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BTU to Celebrate
25th Year in 1998

Last year marked a very successful period
in the affairs of the Society with all outings
.------:--:---------------===--------, being very well supported.
Captain's Prize Winner:
Des Prendergast
(Sponsor - Toshiba);
President's Prize Winner:
Eamon McGrattan
(Sponsor - Coo/air);
Golfer of the Year:
Des Prendergast

(Sponsor - York ACR);
Matchplay Champion:
Brendan Keaveny

(Sponsor - Eurofluid).
BTU Golfer of the Year - Des Prendergast receiving his
trophy from Pat Byrne, York ACR, who sponsored the event.

The BTU celebrates its 25th year in 1998 and all are
looking forward to an especially great year. The
officers thank all the sponsors who have supported
the Society so generously over the years and
contributed to the fun and craic enjoyed by members
throughout that time.

Captain's Prize - Des Prendergast receiving his
prize from BTU Captain Gerry Phelan.

P....lden·t Prize - Eamonn McGrattan receiving his prize
from President Michael McDonagh
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Tony Gillen, runner-up in the matchplay, receiving
his prize from BTU Captain Gerry Phelan.
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There are over 3,000 reasons
why you should read this ...
That's how many
instruments,
c9ntrols, gauges
and valves are in
this New Dwyer
Catalogue which
includes full
technical
specification, and
application
details for
Dwyer,
Mercury,
W E Anderson,
Proximity
and
Love controls
product lines.

Send now for your FREE copy of
the Dwyer Catalogue
~

~~t

MA OTHERM
; LIMITED

O~4t/c CO ~

THE CONTROL CENTRES
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Manotherm Limited The Control Centre,
4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12.
Tel: 0 I - 452 2355;
Fax: 0 I - 45 I 6919
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